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Abstract—This paper proposes a solution to evaluate summary
of a scientific article through diagram analysis. The model dia-
gram used for evaluation is constructed solely base on the read-
ing text, and does not require extra input from human experts. By
fully automate this evaluation process, it helps bring a tight feed-
back loop that will help students to have a positive reinforcement
of the knowledge of the article.
Video demo
1 INTRODUCTION
It has been showed that writing summary improves the synthesized knowledge
from the students on what they read (Graham and Hebert, 2010). However, stu-
dents would not get feedback on their writing summary, whether it is too short,
too long, or too identical to the original text. Also, evaluating such summaries
requires the grader to also read the article and develop their own summary be-
fore they can do evaluation. It adds up the turn-around time before students can
be get feedback on the material they synthesized.
Also, empirical study showed that concept mapping and diagram, not only
more efficient in information searching and recognizing, but also improved the
thought process on student before they started writing (Harrell, 2008). However,
traditional teaching method favors evaluating writing summary over diagram
evaluating, due to the inconsistency of interpret those diagrams.
This project provides a tool that aims to assist the students in self-evaluating
their diagram summary of the article they read, by using technology to address
2 tasks: auto extract summary information from reading text, and rating score
to help validating their understand. The project hopes that by using the tools, it
helps students to reinforce the information they collect from their reading.
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2 RELATED WORK
(Novak, 1991) proposed learning by concept map on science subjects for first
and second grade students. Since then, multiple researches have followed up on
that approach by improving the process and the scoring model for evaluating
concept map from student (Chang et al., 2005) (Gouli et al., 2005) (Wu et al.,
2012). Their solutions all require an evaluation from human experts in order to
compare with diagram from students. The referenced diagrams are also built by
one or many human experts.
Automatic summarization is done with two main approaches: extraction and
abstraction (S. Gupta and S. K. Gupta, 2019). Extraction is the process of pick
out important keywords from the article, while abstraction is synthesizing the
keywords in the article into more cohesive words. There are many different so-
lutions with regard to both approaches: n-grams frequency analysis (Hovy et
al., 2006), important content ranking analysis (Saggion et al., 2002), informative-
ness ranking (Filippova, 2010). Those solutions explored algorithm approach to
identify key information.
Recently with the rise of neural network and deep learning, more works have
been done on automated, data-base approach on finding information. (Crossley
et al., 2019), (Maharjan et al., 2018) and (Ruseti et al., 2018), (Nallapati et al., 2016,
August 26) use recurrent neural network (RNN) and long-short-term-memory
(LSTM) network for summarizing and for scoring the summary. For the goal
of this project, which is diagram extraction, there are several approaches, that
are similar to our goal, with graph-base analysis (Ganesan et al., 2010, August),
and abstract meaning presentation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013), which mainly
focuses on the relationship between entities. On the direction of AMR, work
from (Foland and Martin, 2017, July) shows parsing of semantic content through
graph spanning. (Konstas et al., 2017, July) and (S. Zhang et al., 2019) both show
that AMR can be very effective with RNN/LSTM. Zhang (2019) achieves state
of the art for populart LDC2014/LDC2017 trainset for AMR parsing. (Lyu and
Titov, 2018) applies the aligner to transform back and forth AMR and sentence
sequence.
In very recent years, Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) (Turc et al., 2019) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have been the breakthroughs in natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) and language model, showing multiple improvements in previ-
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ous tasks. Thus, many recent researches apply those models for their problems:
extreme summary of article in one sentence (Cachola et al., 2020, May 2), sum-
mary of scientific document through reviewer’s comments (Liu, 2019), citation
identification and summarization (Zerva et al., 2020, May 7), length controllable
summarization (Saito et al., 2020).
3 DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Tasks Definition
We break the goal of the project into multiple tasks, that will lead our design
and implementation:
• Interface to take input from user.
• Extract diagram from article:
• Extract main concepts: from the article, get k-words with importance-score
for summarization.
• Build relationship between concepts: build the relationship among k-words.
• Compare and score input diagram and extracted diagram.
3.2 Architecture Overview
3.2.1 User Interface (UI) module
The UI module will allow user to create and edit their diagram. It is built as a
web app with HTML and d3 Javascript library.
3.2.2 Diagram module
This module is designed as a backend task, where the extraction from the read-
ing text serves as the expert diagram for evaluating. The key objective of this
module is to identify main concepts, extract them, and decomposing them into
smaller concepts represent in the article. The output information from this mod-
ule should be as condense as possible. Chunk of text, sentences, paragraph
should be represented as descriptive words.
3.2.3 Scoring module
The scoring module, which is implemented in Python backend of the web app,
will handle comparison between diagram from student and diagram extracted
from the reading text. It will determine how much score will be given for each
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component/sub-component in the diagram.
3.3 Implementation
3.3.1 User Interface (UI) module
Creating diagram aims to be very straightforward and easy to use, to avoid
interfere with their thought process. Two methods are provided for user to create
their diagram: through YAML input file, and add/remove node one by one.
The YAML input file is provided to help user load their noted diagram, while
the manual editing interface is provided to help simulating their interaction with
the visual model, as they would normally with pencil and paper. The format for
YAML file is available in Appendix.
3.3.2 Diagram module
Extract Important Words—
The goal of this task is to have a set of words with their importance score in
regard to the referenced article. We begin the task by looking at each sentence in
text, and try to determine the importance score of the sentence, by considering
whether it will be included in the summary and whether it contains special
keywords such as “explain”, “finding”, etc. . . With each sentence have its score,
we assign each token (ie: word in the sentence) its token score. The sentence
score is equally divided to all its sentence score. For example:
sentence: A--B--C--D
sentence_score: 1.0
token_score: A = 0.25, B = 0.25, C = 0.25, D = 0.25
The list of tokens in the sentence is filtered to exclude stop words (“the”, “a”,
“an”, “of”, “in”. . . ), non-important part of speech (adverb, article, pronounce. . . ),
so that the score is given to concepts, entities and their relationship in the sen-
tence and is not wasted on trivial words that do not contribute to the summariza-
tion. As of part of this step, we also normalize verb tense (ie: go, goes, went. . . )
as it is the feature that does not contribute much to our goal of summarization.










When we establish the neighborhood/adjacency relationship between nodes in





It should also be noted that with this kind of bi-directional relationship, our
graph is undirected graph, which we will need to handle later when try to
convert to the tree diagram.
Collapse/Merge Node—
After we collect words and their score in each sentence, we proceed on merg-
ing them base on their similarity. If two tokens are similar enough, we merge
them into one node, along with their connection to neighbor nodes. As an imple-
mentation note, the merging is done with UnionFind algorithm to speed up the
processing runtime. The high level pseudo-code to illustrate this step is available
in Appendix.
Intuitively, this merging means we establish a relationship between words from
sentences that are far away from each other in the article. It also means words
that appear with higher frequency will merge more than other words, and thus
have higher score.
Controllable Length—
The desired length that we want for our target summary is controlled with 2
parameters: the level of similarity to merge words, and the number of words
we collect. Lower threshold of similarity means more words will dissolve into
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other words, while lower number of collected words means more words will get
ignored (thus filter out the noise).
This approach for controlling lenght through number of collected words is de-
veloped independently, but we are later aware that it is very similar with the
approach from (Saito et al., 2020) for controllable length. The small difference
between our approach and their approach is we are using percentage of cap-
tured words, while theirs sets a specific length for the number of words to be
considered.
Build Relationship Tree—
The main goal of this task is to break our undirected graph into a directed,
acyclic graph (ie: tree). The directed graph is formed by traversing our nodes
in the order of higher score, and remove the opposite direction (ie: the path of
lower score node node to its parent, a higher score node). The pseudo-code for
this task is available in Appendix
Our method of tracking neighbor nodes and merging nodes allows the same
node to be referenced by different other nodes. In order to form a tree represen-
tation, we let node to be duplicated into different branches (node re-entrancy)







(where C1 and C2 are the same node)
3.3.3 Scoring module
The algorithm for calculating the score is taken from (Wu et al., 2012) and
(Chang et al., 2005), which fundamentally takes the ratio of intersecting neigh-
bors over union of neighbors between nodes in two graph. Formally, if we have
NA, NB which are the set of neighbor nodes of node A from graph 1, and node
B from graph 2, then the match score between A and B is:
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score =
|NA ∩ NB |
|NA ∪ NB |
We should note that in Wu’s paper, the score takes into consideration the match-
ing of its children nodes. So, if one of the children of node A results in partial
match, A will also be marked for partial match. For our purpose of scoring
summary, we choose to ignore this consideration, with the rationale to avoid
double counting of the mismatch. This decision makes our calculation closer to
the proposed algorithm from Chang’s paper.
As mentioned in the Diagram module, nodes can be non-unique across the graph.
Thus, in our implementation, we choose to identify the node by its combination
of depth, parent node, and its ID, instead of just its ID. In another words, we
identify nodes by their position in the graph. That identification works under
the constraint that no duplicated node under the same parent, which is ensured
by our diagram module, but is not implemented for the UI module under the
scope of this project.
In the algorithm from referenced papers, nodes from the input diagram, that are
not found in the solution diagram, will have a score of 0.0. This wrong answer
deduct the total score by reduce the match ratio from its neighbor nodes. For
our purpose in this project, we also we introduce a small penalty point -0.01
for nodes that are not found in the solution diagram. For example:
Solution diagram: A-->B
Answer diagram: A-->B-->C-->D
With the original algorithm, there will be no score difference between answer
of A-->B-->C versus A-->B-->C-->D. With our modification, each node C and
D will lower the total score by -0.01. The goal of this design is to discourage
the user to provide answer that is more detail than necessary to the solution
diagram.
4 RESULT
Our approach successfully capture some of the key concept, however the result
of our diagram extraction falls much lower than our expectation. When com-
pares to human evaluation, the matching rate is about 10%. Moreover, the graph
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constructed on single word barely represent good semantic meaning. Some node
in the diagram need to be concatenate to be a longer phrase to represent better
meaning.
Our approach only performs well with small amount of sentences, approxi-
mately 10 or less. For perspective, average scientific paper is around 3,500 words,
approximately 400 sentences. When the text get longer, the diagram picks up
many unnecessary details, and the diagram gets filled with high frequency but
very generic words: “article”, “improvement”, “result”. . .
5 DISCUSSION
One of our researches in the early stage of the project (S. Gupta and S. K. Gupta,
2019) points out word2vec as one of the most popular tools for NLP tasks,
among many other tools. That leads our decision to use word2vec as the main
language model for this project. Unfortunately, word2vec has several drawback
that heavily affect the implementation and the performance of the project.
Lack of vocabulary. The Google News Word2Vec model that we use has 3 mil-
lions words in its vocabulary. However, that is not enough to cover many words
that we would need for our summary task, especially since we are summarize
scientific documents, which will have many domain-specific words. This limita-
tion heavily affects our process of capturing and merging words. If the word is
not in the vocabulary we will not be able to find its similarity with other words,
thus we have to exclude it. Many important keywords could have been ignored
by this limitation.
Lack of features. The Google News Word2Vec has 300 features. However, we are
convinced that those number of features are not enough for the distinguishing
of similarity we would need for our project. As example, Word2Vec similar-
ity for "car" and "vehicle" is 0.7821, while the similarity for "represent"
and "representation" is 0.4137. Such range of difference is difficult to de-
termine an applicable threshold for similar words, while word-similarity is an
important factor in our project.
Micro grammar. One of the main reasons we choose to summarize article as
diagram, instead of popular method of sentence summary, is the removal of
linguistic features that are not contribute much into the overall meaning (verb
tense, article, adjective/adverb. . . ). With our approach, we successfully remove
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those features at document level, paragraph level, and sentence level. However,
by filtering out the grammar rule too far, we face a problem with reconstructing
our word tokens into meaningful phrases. As example, the phrase “abstract
meaning representation” should be kept together as one token instead of three
separated tokens “abstract”, “mean”, “representation”, or another example that
the phrase “part of speech” would not be able to reconstruct meaningfully if we
filter out the article “of”.
We consider solving this problem with taking into account group of words. How-
ever, not only that will significantly increase the computation cost, with the
limitation of Word2Vec vocabulary it would be infeasible. Instead of that, we
are more interested in the approach that BERT model used for question/answer
task: use marker to mark the beginning and the end of the phrase, then use those
markers to output the phrase “as is” in original text. For recap on this point, the
disconnection of phrase pushes us to re-think about the level where we want
remove and where we want to keep the linguistic features in the original text.
Acronym. One of the corner cases that come up is the translation of acronym:
“recurrent neural network” <-> RNN. Whenever the acronym is used, it is the
signal that it will likely be a frequently used label thorough the article. However,
with the lack of vocabulary, it is almost certainly that all the acronyms will not
get into the summary keywords.
Dataset. At the beginning of the project, we are aware of the advantage of deep
learning solution over manual feature-engineering our extraction. We try to find
the appropriate dataset that can help us with extracting and determining the
score for each word. We are very interested in applying the approach with AMR,
due to its focus on abstract relationship between entities, that relates to diagram
constructing. However, both dataset LDC2014/LDC2017, that are very popular
for ARM task, are not publicly available.
During our research for the project, we learn that applying either extractive sum-
mary or abstractive summary will depend heavily on the data that we will use
to train our model. Dataset with abstractive summary will require more effort to
architect the network to yield score related keywords, due to the unclear word-
to-word relationship between the train data and the target. In another hand, ex-
tractive summary will be more domain specific. News data such as CNN Daily
News and Daily Mall do not contain related keywords to help train the model
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for scientific articles.
Near the end of our project, we discover SciSummnet dataset (Yasunaga, R.
Zhang, et al., 2017) (Yasunaga, Kasai, et al., 2019, July 17) (Chandrasekaran et al.,
2019) that is closest for our purpose. The dataset contains both gold summary
and cited references that include score for gold summary consideration. Unfor-
tunately, we did not have enough time left in the project to investigate further
on using this dataset.
Evaluation metric. ROUGE-metric (Lin, 2004, July) is a very popular method for
measuring quality of the summarization task, and it is used as the scoring metric
in almost all the papers that we review. However, its most popular Python im-
plementation,rouge-score, has several limitations: not filtering out stop words,
requires exact match instead of fuzzy match or similarity match. The required
exact match makes it tricky for us to have a good measurement, considering we
already have difficulty with phrase. If the gold summary contains “meaning”, it
would return no match if our result has “mean”, which is the result of our clean
up.
Furthermore, the overlap matching method in ROUGE has more advantage for
measuring sequence-sequence matching, but for the goal of building diagram
like our project, we would have lower precision score due to filtering linguistic
words. In another words, it is more challenging for us to get good measurement
for constructing diagram with the gold summary in dataset being summary
sentences.
BERT. Near the end of our project, we know more about BERT and think it
would be a very promising improvement for our task. Not only BERT has better
context awareness and larger range of feature columns (768 vs 300 in Word2Vec),
it also has more extensible way of handling language modeling. A word in BERT
is not directly tied up with a vector like Word2Vec, making it easier to fine-tune
BERT to have a vector representation of new word, phrase, or sentence.
The implementation of BERT also includes built-in tokenizer that is built on
WordPiece, that would help tokenize special and domain-specific words eas-
ier. For example, "tensorflow" is tokenized into ["tensor", "##flow"]. This
method of tokenizing not only would make reconstructing words easier, but
also would mitigate the exact-match issue that we have with rouge_score. If
anyone want to follow up on the direction of this project, we would highly rec-
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ommend invest more time with BERT for future research.
6 CONCLUSION
While we are convinced that our diagram tool will improve students’ experi-
ence in retrieve and recall the information they acquire from their reading, as
well as we think it will help with their self-learning process, the measure of
precision for our approach is much lower than what we expect. We think the
removal of linguistic features will help student focus better and recall better
on the key concepts that they want to retain. However, our implementation has
several drawback that heavily affect the benefit that this project can bring.
During the development of this project, we have much clearer vision on which
area need to be improved, in order to improve the performance of our tool. We
are able to pinpoint and analyze the issues that draw down our performance.
We also learn about new tools, new breakthrough in NLP research, as well as
found appropriate dataset that are promising for future development. We hope
this project can be a good reference resource for future development.
7 APPENDIX
7.1 YAML input







Would output the diagram:
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7.2 Merge Node pseudo-code
L := the ordered list of nodes.
For each node u in L:
For each node v in L, such that v is not u:
If v.score > u.score, swap u-v.
If u and v is similar enough, merge them:
u := UnionMerge(u, v)
u.score := sum of (u.score, v.score)
u.neighbors := union of (u.neighbors, v.neighbors)
7.3 Convert Graph to Tree pseudo-code
L := list of nodes ordered by score
S := empty list
For each node u in L, that u not in S:
Add u to S
For each v in u.neighbors:
Remove path v -> u
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